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A semi-empirica l potentia l for simulation s of transitio n meta l clusters:
Minim a and isomer s of Nin „n 52–13… and their hydrides

E. Curotto, Alexander Matro,a) and David L. Freeman
Department of Chemistry, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island 02881

J. D. Doll
Department of Chemistry, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 02912

~Received 28 July 1997; accepted 30 September 1997!

A potential energy surface ~PES! for bare, mono and di-hydrogenated nickel clusters is constructed
using the extended-Hu¨ckel approximation. The parameters are optimized and good agreement with
theoretical and experimental results is obtained without including a posteriori coordination
dependent terms. The global minimum and the first few low-lying isomers of several nickel clusters
are investigated using a variety of minimization techniques. The difference in energy between
isomers is much smaller than the Ni-Ni dissociation energy. Both geometric and optical isomers are
found for many cluster sizes. In some cases symmetric nuclear configurations give rise to orbital
degeneracies in the adiabatic surface which lead to distortions. The hydrogen atom is most
frequently found on thesurface. Al l isomersof NinH2 contain adissociated hydrogen molecule. The
results are in good agreement with quantitativeand qualitativeexperimental findings on this system.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~98!00702-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

If ab initio potential energy surfaces could be evaluated
with sufficient speed for many-particle systems, the determi-
nation of static, dynamic and thermodynamic properties
would be possible within statistical uncertainties and the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation. While much progress has
been made in recent years to enable the determination of the
potential energy during numerical simulations,1 the cost in
computer time can range from high to prohibitive. For the
case of transition metal clusters of interest to the current
study, ab initio simulations represent a future goal rather
than a current reality. As an alternative quantum chemical
approach, semi-empirical methods2 are a useful approxima-
tion to full ab initio calculations3,4 when used to obtain po-
tential surfaces for transition metal clusters. Semi-empirical
methods provide afast and simple way to reproduce approxi-
mately the quantum mechanical forces that determine the
physical properties of the interacting system. These forces
require a quantum description owing to the strong directional
character of the d and p orbitals. The d bands can play a
determining role in the bonding between transition metal at-
oms. In the semi-empirical method the computational effort
is diminished by a parameterization of the interaction matrix
between the s, p and d atomic basis. With these models it is
possible to carry out dynamical and statistical simulations
with reasonable amounts of computational resources. For
transition metal clusters, most simulations5–7 to date have
used less expensive potential functions. Examples include
the embedded atom model ~EAM!5–7 and the corrected ef-
fective medium theory ~CEM!.8,9 In the embedded atom
model5 the overall potential energy is constructed from
spherically symmetric charge distributions about each atom.

The corrected effective medium theory is based on an ap-
proach similar in spirit to EAM. Previous studies of nickel
clusters have used both these methods.5–9 While semi-
empirical methods provide potentials that are by no means
exact, physical effects characteristic of a class of systems are
observable that cannot be seen with alternate representations
of the interatomic potential. Examples of these effects are
discussed in the current work.

A popular set of semi-empirical approaches that have
been used for transition metals are the tight binding methods.
An example is the extended-Hu¨ckel approximation10 ~EH!
that has been applied to a range of systems including cova-
lent organic molecules and transition metal compounds.11

The EH approach has been successfully applied to transition
metal clusters by Anderson,12 who studied several small sys-
tems of up to six atoms, of Ti, Cr, Fe and Ni. Another variant
of the Hückel approximation has been developed by van
Schilfgaarde and Harrison13–15 and the resulting methodol-
ogy has been applied to study of semiconductor clusters as
well as bulk semiconductors and transition metals by a num-
ber of authors. This semi-empirical technique differs from
the EH approximation mainly in the way the off diagonal
elements of the Hamiltonian are approximated. We refer to
this technique as modified tight binding scheme ~MTB!. A
small sample of recently published applications of MTB to
semiconductors is found in Refs. 16–20. MTB potentials
have also been applied to transition metal clusters by a num-
ber of authors. In a series of publications Lathiotakis
et al.,21–24 describe a MTB potential energy surface model
for nickel clusters. The resulting potential surface has been
used to obtain structural information for a large number of
Ni clusters.

As has been understood for some time, semi-empirical
methods often underestimate the total binding energy of the
global minimum of a semiconductor or transition metal clus-a!Present address: 302 Osprey Ln, Voorhees, NJ 08043.
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ter. This underestimate has been attributed to the method’s
neglect of free to hybrid atom promotional energies,19 and to
the incorrect assumption made that the basis set overlap in-
tegrals are those at the bulk atom-atom separation.17 In fact,
the average bond length for a metal or semiconductor cluster
can be quite different from the bulk value. To correct the
binding energy deficiency in the MTB scheme Tomańek and
Schluter20 have proposed the addition of a simple bond-
dependent term Ubond to the total binding energy of a series
of minimized structures. This method is still used in many
applications of semi-empirical theories to semiconductors
and transition metals. This bond-counting term is awkward
to use directly in dynamical simulations even if a smooth
cutoff function is used for the determination of the number
of bonds.16,18,19,22,23In practice Ubond has not been used to
derive forces and has only been added to the minimized ge-
ometries after dynamical simulations have been completed.
A goal of the current work is to construct a semi-empirical
potential function where all the energetic contributions can
be included everywhere on the potential surface.

In this paper we describe an improved semi-empirical
method based on the EH approximation for Ni clusters. Our
main improvement is a way to eliminate Ubond altogether.
We are encouraged in this process by the success of Ordejón,
Lebedenko, and Menon17 who have been able to eliminate
Ubond in semiconductor clusters by re-introducing the full
dependence of the overlap between adjacent atoms.

In the current work we develop a semi-empirical poten-
tial energy function for nickel clusters that as closely as pos-
sible satisfy the goals that follow:

~1! Obtain a potential energy model which efficiently repro-
duces the strong directional nature of the p and d orbit-
als in transition metal bonding and hence the quantum
nature of the electronic Born-Oppenheimer surface.

~2! Eliminate the need for any artificial term dependent on
coordination to achieve agreement between the EH ap-
proximation and ab initio calculations, experimental co-
hesive energies and empirical structural information.

~3! Parameterize the model potential for nickel clusters and
use this to obtain structural and energetic information
about the global minima of several isomers for a range
of sizes.

~4! Generate amodel potential that is useful for future clas-
sical, quantum and statistical simulations from which
important dynamic and thermal properties of the clusters
can be obtained.

The contents of the remainder of this paper are orga-
nized as follows: Section II contains a brief outline of the
extended-Hu¨ckel method, a description of the method used
to obtain the best set of parameters for the EH matrix, and a
description of the methods we use to find minima and iso-
mers of the potential energy surface. In Section II I we dis-
cuss the results of searches for the minima of clusters from
Ni2 to Ni14, NinH and NinH2. Finally, in Section IV we
summarize and discuss our results.

II. METHOD

A. Basi c theory

It is known that the standard EH approximation requires
an additional repulsive term in order to reproduce arealistic
potential. The overall potential energy is calculated by a sum
of two terms,

U tot5U rep1Ueh, ~1!

where U rep is a sum of pair-wise repulsion terms between N
atoms

U rep5(
i

N

(
j . i

N

x i , j . ~2!

Several approaches have been proposed to represent the re-
pulsive potentialx i , j . Among these we note the Anderson -
Hoffmann approach25 based on charge density functionals,
and the squared overlap method of Lee.26 We have chosen a
simpler exponential scaling function with respect to the
atom-atom distance r i , j which is commonly used in MTB
calculations,

x i , j5x0 expF2aS r i , j2d

d D G . ~3!

Following Lathiotakis et al.21 we have set d to the Ni-Ni
bulk value separation, d52.498 Å.

The electronic energy is asum over occupied EH elec-
tronic energy levels

Ueh5(
n

bnEn , ~4!

where bn is the occupancy number for a given molecular
orbital and the set $En% is the solution to the generalized
eigenvalue problem

Cn
†~H2EnS!Cn50. ~5!

First-principle classical or Brownian simulations, used in
this work, are carried out by integrating Newton’s equations
of motion

m
]2x

]t2
52

]U tot

]x
2g

]x

]t
1F~T,t !, ~6!

where x is a vector containing the Cartesian coordinates of
the nuclei, g is the coefficient of friction andF(T,t) is a
random force6 with correlation function given by the stan-
dard expression for white noise at temperature T. The deriva-
tive with respect to x of the repulsive part of U tot is trivially
obtained from Eq. ~3!. The derivative of the electronic part is
obtained by using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem. From
Eq. ~5! we obtain19

]En

]xi
5Cn

†S ]H

]xi
2En

]S

]xi
DCn . ~7!

The generalized eigenvalue problem of Eq. ~5! is solved by
applying the standard Cholesky decomposition of the overlap
matrix S
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S5LL T, ~8!

where L is a lower triangular matrix.

B. Parameterizatio n of the EH matrix

In standard EH theory, a direct proportionality between
the overlap element Si , j and the coupling Hamiltonian ele-
ment Hi , j is assumed

Hi , j5KS Hi ,i1H j , j

2 DSi , j , ~9!

whereas the diagonal element Hi ,i is set to the experimental
ionization energy of the atomic orbital i , Hi ,i5enl . Consis-
tent with the ordering of the ionization energies of this par-
ticular parameter set, the ground state of Ni is 4s23d8. This
ground state configuration is the same that has been used by
Anderson.12 For nickel, the atomic basis set consists of a 4s,
three 4p and five 3d Slater-Koster27 orbitals for each atom.
We use double-zeta representation for the d orbitals. This
gives a set of 12 parameters to be determined empirically;
the three on-site ionization energies (e4s , e4p , e3d), the four
orbital exponents (z4s , z4p , z3d1, z3d2), thedouble-zetanor-
malizing coefficients (c1 and c2), the two parameters for the
repulsive energy (a andx0), and the Hückel parameter K.

The atomic parametersznl used by Anderson12 are ob-
tained by fitting to accurate atomic Hartree-Fock calcula-
tions. We have carried out a preliminary search for the clus-
ter minima using Anderson12 parameters. We have
discovered, however, that the resulting potential model un-
derestimates the binding energy of clusters by several eV.
Furthermore, the binding energy difference between global
minima of adjacent sizes do not follow the experimental
trend.28 These experimental findings were not available at
the time that Anderson carried out his investigation. In light
of these preliminary minimization results we optimize the
scaling with distance of all the overlaps ~i.e., the parameters
of the atomic basis set znl). This achieves better agreement
between EH, ab initio and experimental binding energies
without making use of any bond counting term. The main
criteria used to optimize the parameters are the following:

~1! The potential should accurately reproduce binding ener-
gies obtained from ab initio calculations performed on
structures of many different sizes.

~2! The model should reproduce the experimental trend in
the cohesive energies of minimized structures in the en-
tire range under study.

~3! The model should predict structures for the global
minima that are in qualitative agreement with the nitro-
gen adsorption experiments of Parks et al.29

The on-site ionization energies used by Anderson12 are
experimental values except for e3d . He noted that it is nec-
essary to increase this energy from 210.0 to 27.7 eV and
raise z4s by 0.2 bohr21 in order to obtain binding for the
dimer. We use the same on-site energies that Anderson used.
The optimization of the remaining parameters is carried out
in two stages. First we perform an initial adjustment of these
by fitting to ab initio calculations on Ni4 performed by Mly-

narski and Salahub30 and Ni6, Ni8, Ni19 by Rösch and
Ackermann.31 In these ab initio studies, each cluster is mini-
mized by imposing symmetry constraints. The authors report
the binding energies of the geometries at two different atom-
atom separations. In addition, the experimental32 binding en-
ergy 22.068 eV, the bond length 2.20 Å and the frequency
330 cm21 of the dimer21 are included in the data pool. The
fitting is achieved by minimizing the sum of the squares of
the percent deviation between EH and ab initio binding en-
ergies. The four Slater exponentsznl and the two double-zeta
coefficients, c1 and c2 are obtained by a random walk. For
each set of znl and ci obtained randomly,a andx0 and the
Hückel parameter K are systematically varied until the dimer
properties are accurately reproduced. This procedure is nec-
essary to eliminate much of the correlation that exists among
the nine parameters.19 The only notable change in parameters
is a relatively large increase in z4s to three and half times the
value used by Anderson.12 A further small adjustment of all
the parameters is carried out to assure that clusters larger
than Ni7 favor structures with high coordination. Global
minima geometries of clusters larger that Ni7 are quite sen-
sitive to the values chosen for the parameters, especially
those describing the d basis.

The only notable quantitative discrepancies which we
are unable to resolve are the cohesive energies of Ni3 and
Ni4 which we overestimate by approximately 2 eV and the
vibrational frequency of Ni2 ~see Table II and Fig. 6!. Curi-
ously, many other potential models applied to this system
seem to show the trend for Ni3 and Ni4 reported here rather
than the experimental trend ~see Fig. 6 and the associated
discussion!. We have made many attempts to find a set of
parameters that reproduces the sequential cohesive energies
of the clusters, while at the same time gives a smaller vibra-
tional frequency of the dimer and a value for z4s closer to
previously reported exponents. We also have tried to vary
the on-site energies together with all the other parameters.
We have been, however, unable to find a set of parameters
that simultaneously satisfies all these criteria. The reproduc-
tion of all these properties simultaneously may be beyond the
capability of the simple electronic model we are implement-
ing. Furthermore, the values of the orbital parameters opti-
mized in the manner described above need not be in agree-
ment with values obtained from accurate variational
calculations using first principle repulsive forces. As such,
these parameters may not be transferable to other applica-
tions of extended-Hu¨ckel theory.

In Table I we report the basis sets and repulsive param-
eters. Where possible the optimized values are compared
with those used by Anderson.12 The repulsion parameters
aNi2Ni and xNi2Ni reported in the column labeled Ref. 12,
are the values optimized when theznl’ s and theenl’ s of Ref.
12 are used.

C. The geneti c algorithm

We minimize the structures in avariety of ways, but we
preferentially use Brownian dynamics simulated annealing
@see Eq. ~6!#.6 We use alternative methods such as Monte
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Carlo simulated annealing ~MCSA!, the Newton-Rapson,
and the conjugate gradient method35 to double check the va-
lidity of our results. In particular MCSA requires no gradient
evaluation and we use this technique extensively to test our
programs.

To find the lowest energy structure for each cluster size
and composition, simulated annealing methods require many
trajectories begun from random configurations. The number
of trajectories required can be reduced using genetic algorith-
mic methods.36–40 We find the genetic algorithm to be indis-
pensable for structures with more than six atoms. The first
generation of parents is obtained by minimizing aset of ran-
domly generated structures. The starting Cartesian coordi-
nates for these trajectories are uniformly drawn from a box
of sufficiently large size. Like Zeiri39 we use the Cartesian
coordinates of the nuclei as our control variables. The start-
ing coordinates for the next generation of children is ob-
tained by a single operation from two parent configurations.
Both parents are cut by a randomly placed plane and rejoined
to form the children. Our genetic operator is very similar to
that employed by Deaven and Ho38 for Lennard-Jones clus-
ters. The parents with lower energy are selected with higher
probability according to the following normalized distribu-
tion,

f i5
exp~2Vi !

( i 51
Npop exp~2Vi !

, ~10!

where Npop is the total number of parents and Vi is the bind-
ing energy of isomer i . We find that Npop564 works quite
well for our purposes. Npop structures are generated at each
pass. We use Brownian dynamics simulated annealing6 to
quench the resulting children. Configurations are cooled to
zero Kelvin abruptly in order to arrive at the closest local
minimum.

After equivalent structures are removed in the manner
we describe below, the remaining children are added to the
parents and the result is sorted by energy; the lowest Npop

configurations become the new parents for the following
generation. Our search appears to be comprehensive up to
Ni7 for bare clusters, up to Ni5H and up to Ni4H2 for the
hydrogenated systems. For larger systems we update the par-
ent configurations and keep the lowest 64 structures. The
genetic algorithm is terminated when for two consecutive
generations no new parent structure is found. This yields the
lowest discovered candidate isomers for a given system. We
find that between 1000 to 2000 trajectories ~18–30 genera-
tions! are sufficient to achieve this termination criteria for
clusters in the size range considered here.

After the lowest 64 candidates are found, these are fur-
ther quenched so that the fractional change in energy be-
tween subsequent steps is less than one part in 106 and in
some case to one part in 1012. This procedure gives us con-
fidence that the lowest minimum reported for each system is
most probably the global minimum and that the lowest few
isomers for each system are found.

To confirm that the Brownian algorithm yields distinct
minima, each minimum obtained for Ni3 to Ni7, Ni2H to
Ni5H and NiH2 to Ni4H2 is quenched to one part in 1012 in
the energy and then submitted to a Monte Carlo simulated
annealing program. Moves are made uniformly with a start-
ing step of 1025 a.u. to assure that the algorithm does not
accidentally hop out of a local well. After 100 consecutive
passes are rejected, the step size is cut in half. A step smaller
than 1028 a.u. is used as convergence criterion. The Monte
Carlo algorithm converges very quickly for each minimum
found by the Brownian annealing method for all tested sys-
tems. An inspection of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix,

]2U tot

]xi]xj
, ~11!

determined numerically, for each minimum is also carried
out. We find that all the isomers have 3N26 positive eigen-
frequencies and therefore are not transition states or other
higher order saddles.

D. The structura l compariso n algorithm

To maintain diversity in the gene pool, identical children
are removed. Because the energy difference between isomers
is small, it is difficult to resolve differences between isomers
using energy criteria alone without having to minimize to
very small tolerances. When the parent set has evolved for
several generations toward the lowest set of structures, sev-
eral additional passes may create as few as one new parent at
a time, and the process can become quite wasteful. We find it
more efficient, therefore, to reduce the tolerance and com-
pare the minima both topologically and energetically, by at-
tempting to superimpose each child-child and child-parent
pair with a set of translation-rotation operations.

To understand the structural comparison algorithm we
consider two clusters A and B. We choose a single atom
from each of A and B as the common origin. We define aset

TABLE I. Optimized EH and repulsion parameters.

Parameter Ref. 12 Opt.

e1s 213.606 213.606
e4s 27.635 27.635
e4p 23.99 23.99
e3d 27.70 27.70
z1s 1.20 1.991
z4s 1.70 5.982
z4p 0.86 0.987
z3d1 5.70 5.580
z3d2 1.95 2.519
c1 0.5705 0.3974
c2 0.6317 0.7147

KNi2Ni 1.4368 2.407
aNi2Ni 20.047 21.084
xNi2Ni 0.0154 0.047
KNi2H - 3.035
aNi2H - 9.521
xNi2H - 0.582
KH2H - 2.603
aH2H - 1.750
xH2H - 7.858
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of translations which has at most N elements, where N is the
number of atoms in B. The second and third atom determine
a common z axis and acommon x2z plane, respectively, for
A and B. From these, a set of (N21)(N22) pair of Euler
angles is obtained and with these we rotate B. This yields at
most N(N21)(N22) combined operations to compare the
two structures. If the two structures are equal, then at least
one of these operations renders the coordinate set of A equal
to that of B. If , however, the two are different then there is
no operation in this set that renders this equality. For each of
the N(N21)(N22) attempts at superimposing structure A
and B in a pair, the distance between atom i in structure A
and atom i in structure B is measured for all atoms. If a
translation and rotation is found for which all such distances
are less than s50.8 bohr then the structures are assumed
identical. The parameters50.8 bohr is sufficiently small to
distinguish the first three isomers of Ni7, which, as we dis-
cuss in the next section, have very similar geometries. We
test the same comparison procedure in the genetic algorithm
with a smaller value of s for Ni7 but we find no additional
minima. Thes parameter must be adjusted carefully. Ifs is
too small, then the parent set is not sufficiently diversified on
each pass, and upon further minimization too few isomers
are obtained. If s is too large then isomers that are geometri-
cally similar can be mistaken as equal and thrown away.
With this comparison technique we have discovered the ex-
istence of numerous pairs of degenerate structures of Nin
which are non-superimposable mirror images, i.e., optical
isomers. This feature, however, is not restricted to transition
metal clusters. The highest energy isomer of a 7-atom
Lennard-Jones cluster, for example, is optically active, a fact
that seems to have escaped previous notice. In fact we find
that three of the distinct minima of Ni7 resemble the struc-
ture of the highest energy isomer of a 7-atom Lennard-Jones
cluster ~see Fig. 3! and have degenerate enantiomers.

III. RESULTS

A. Ni2, NiH and H2

In Table II , the values of the experimental binding en-
ergy, bond length and vibrational frequency of Ni2 are taken
from Refs. 33 and 34, respectively. During the search of the
best set of parameters we include experimental data for the
additional two dimers that are relevant to the current study,
namely NiH and H2. Numerous investigations of nickel hy-
dride have been published. We make use of experimental
values cited in a recent theoretical study41 and in an earlier

experimental investigation.42 The properties of the ground
state of the hydrogen molecule are obtained from Ref. 43. As
can be seen in Table II , the agreement of most calculated
properties with experiment is quite good.

B. Ni3 - Ni14

The structures in Table II I are labeled ~following Stave
and DePristo8! with two indices, N.m, where N is the num-
ber of atoms and m refers to a particular isomer. The isomers
are sorted in ascending energy order so that m51 refers to
the lowest minimum found. Table II I contains the binding
energy for all the isomers found for Ni3 to Ni7 and for the
global minima of Ni8 to Ni14. We also list the number of
bonds and the average near neighbor bond length for each
isomer. The number of bonds in a given cluster Nb is calcu-
lated with a smooth cutoff function21

Nb5 (
i , j . i

N FexpS r i , j2r c

d D11G21

, ~12!

where r c55.6796788 bohr and d50.1839 bohr are chosen
so that the coordination around an atom in the bulk fcc struc-
ture is 12.00 to four significant figures. The results reported
in Table II I are rounded to the nearest integer. The smooth
distribution in Eq. ~12! is used to calculate the average near-
est neighbor bond length ^r e&

^r e&5
1

Nb
(

i , j . i

N

r i , jFexpS r i , j2r c

d D11G21

. ~13!

It can be clearly seen in Table II I that ^r e& is a slowly
increasing function of cluster size and approaches anumber
close to the experimental bulk Ni-Ni distance ~4.72 bohr!.
We also see from Table II I that the energy of different iso-
mers of the same size does not depend strongly on the num-
ber of bonds, although in general, structures with higher co-
ordination are favored.

TABLE II . Dimer properties calculated vs experiment.

D0 ~eV!a r e ~bohr!b ve ~cm21)c

Dimer cal. exp. cal. exp. cal. exp.

Ni-Ni  2.1416 2.042 4.1939 4.07 545 280
Ni-H 2.7464 2.70 2.7840 2.788 1994 2003
H-H 4.4330 4.4781 1.4080 1.4010 4561 4401

aPotential well depth.
bEquilibrium bond length.
cHarmonic frequency.

TABLE III . Potential energy, average nearest-neighbor distance and number
of bonds @see Eqs. ~12! and ~13! in the text# for bare nickel clusters.

N.m V ~eV! ^r e& ~bohr! Nb N.m V ~eV! ^r e& ~bohr! Nb

2.1 22.1416 4.1939 1 7.5 217.3064 4.4362 14
3.1 25.2553 4.3042 3 7.6 217.2870 4.4451 13
4.1 28.9862 4.3688 6 7.7 217.2837 4.5654 15
5.1 211.9723 4.4018 9 7.8 217.2619 4.5045 15
5.2 211.7449 4.4027 8 7.9 217.2233 4.4722 15
5.3 210.8726 4.3432 7 7.10 217.1913 4.4753 15
6.1 214.8420 4.4606 12 7.11 217.1886 4.4971 16
6.2 214.8401 4.4560 12 7.12 217.1398 4.5218 16
6.3 214.4742 4.4408 12 7.13 216.9249 4.4668 15
6.4 214.4169 4.4214 11 7.14 216.7782 4.4109 13
6.5 214.3826 4.4038 11 7.15 216.4594 4.3653 12
6.6 214.1826 4.4335 9 8.1 220.2390 4.4852 17
6.7 213.8972 4.3866 10 9.1 223.2084 4.4853 21
6.8 213.3070 4.3408 9 10.1 226.0546 4.5062 24
7.1 217.4335 4.4637 15 11.1 228.8222 4.5021 27
7.2 217.3851 4.5238 15 12.1 231.6743 4.4937 29
7.3 217.3472 4.5520 15 13.1 234.5353 4.5175 33
7.4 217.3250 4.4361 14 14.1 237.4416 4.5159 37
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The structures of the isomers of Ni3 to Ni5 are repro-
duced in Fig. 1. Ni3 has D3h symmetry. Ni4 is distorted from
the tetrahedral symmetry by a slight amount. Inspection of
the molecular orbital energies for Td Ni4 reveals the reason
for its distortion. The highest occupied molecular orbital in
Td Ni4 is triply degenerateand theshell is not fully occupied.
The adiabatic surface is consequently also degenerate. By the
Jahn-Teller theorem44 one of these degenerate surfaces can-
not have a minimum at the Td configuration of Ni4. These
distortions are observed in higher clusters as well. In these
the Jahn-Teller effect greatly complicates the potential en-
ergy surface by increasing the number of lower symmetry
isomers about a structure with degeneracies in the adiabatic
surface. The first system that displays more than one dis-
torted isomer is Ni6 for which we find eight different stable
structures ~see Fig. 2!. The first two are very similar having
the slight distortions of the octahedral configuration as rec-
ognized previously by Yu and Almöf.45 Isomers 6.5 and 6.7
contain a plane of symmetry defined by the coordinates of
four atoms. For 6.5 the atom capping the trigonal bipyramid
is in the same plane with the nearest equatorial atom and
with the two vertices. In 6.7 the two atoms capping the tet-
rahedron are in the same plane with the two atoms that they
coordinate. These planes divide the rest of the molecule
equally. The atoms of 6.8 are not all in the plane of the page
but the plane perpendicular to the page is a symmetry ele-

ment. Parks et al.29 find experimental evidence of rearrange-
ments of the Ni6 substrate at relatively high N2 pressures.
The lowest minimum for Ni6 proposed by the authors of this
study is the octahedron in agreement with the results of both
previous CEM8 and EAM models.5 The existence of the
capped square pyramid has been hypothesized by Parks
et al.29 as a possible rearranged structure when one addi-
tional N2 molecule is accommodated at elevated N2 pres-
sures.

The topology of Ni7 is even more intriguing. The lowest
minimum is the capped octahedron. This is identical to the
structure inferred from N2 uptake experiments.29 This close
agreement with the experimental finding, however, may be
fortuitous. Al l the isomers are very close in energy even
when their geometries are quite different. We also find iso-
mers which differ energetically but are quite close topologi-
cally. A clear example is given by isomers 7.2 and 7.3 which
are shown in Fig. 3. Of the 15 minima found, 5 resemble
transition states that have been reported for Lennard-Jones
7-particle systems by Tsai and Jordan.46 These are 7.2, 7.3,
7.5, 7.7, 7.12, while isomer 7.6 resembles a second order
saddle in Ar7.

Recently, two additional ab initio calculations have been
carried out on Ni7 by Nayak et al.47 The authors of this work
report two structures, a capped octahedron and a pentagonal
bipyramid, obtained by ab initio calculations minimized with
symmetry constraints. The capped octahedron is reported by
these authors to be 0.35 eV lower in energy then the pen-
tagonal bipyramid. In the present study, the difference be-

FIG. 1. Al l of the isomers found for Ni3 to Ni5. Ni3 has D3h symmetry. Ni4
has D2d symmetry as is slightly distorted from the tetrahedral configuration.
For the corresponding binding energies see Table III.

FIG. 2. Al l of the isomers found for Ni6. The two lowest minima are
distorted octahedra. The highest isomer is slightly bent from the planar
arrangement ~plane of the page! but has aplane of symmetry perpendicular
to the page. Al l isomer found for Ni6 are not chiral.
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tween the most symmetric pentagonal bipyramid ~7.11 in
Fig. 3! and the capped octahedron is found to be 0.24 eV in
good agreement with these recent findings.

The structures 7.8, 7.9, 7.10, can be thought of as missed
pentagonal bipyramids where one of the equatorial atoms is
on a face of the structure or as capped trigonal bipyramids.
The structure of these minima resemble the highest isomer of
a 7-particle Lennard-Jones cluster. Isomers 7.3, 7.8, 7.9,
7.10, 7.13 are chiral. The respective enantiomers have been
found for each of these.

Beginning with Ni8, the number of minima becomes
quite large. Rather than tabulate the energies for all the low-
est structures we report a plot of the local minima in the
potential surface found as afunction of cluster size N. This
graph is displayed in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4 we have not included
more than 1 line for structures that have optical isomers of
equivalent energy. To emphasize the small differences in en-
ergy between isomers we shift the energies so that the lowest
minimum found for each system is zero and we divide the
resulting binding energy for each structure by the binding
energy of the dimer D0(Ni2). Al l the minima considered are
within 0.2D0(Ni2) and are distributed quite irregularly. This
picture demonstrates one of the differences that exist be-
tween the minima of transition metal clusters and Lennard-
Jones clusters. In the latter system the gap between the low-
est isomer and the next one is typically on the order of one
bond in the size range considered in the present study. ~The
17 atom Lennard-Jones cluster is an exception, where the
three distinct lowest energy isomers have been found that
have the same coordination and are very close in energy.48!
Figure 4also demonstrates that the density of isomeric states
increases with size as is expected. The isomers in this size
range reveal the presence of the same features found in Ni6
and Ni7, namely, a number of minima are very similar geo-
metrically and differ from one another from distortions
which lower the symmetry of one or more unstable configu-
rations.

FIG. 3. Al l geometrical isomers of Ni7. Isomers 7.2, 7.3, 7.7, 7.11 and 7.12
are very similar geometrically but are distinct distortions of the pentagonal
bipyramid. Isomers 7.9, 7.10, and 7.8 resemble the highest isomer of Ar7

and are distinct from each other. Isomer 7.3, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10, 7.13 are chiral.

FIG. 4. Plot of the first few isomeric energies as afunction of cluster size.
Binding energies are rescaled so that the lowest minimum for each system is
zero, and divided by the binding energy of the dimer D0(Ni2).
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In Fig. 5 we display the lowest minima of Ni8 to Ni14.
The lowest minimum for Ni8 is a 4,4 capped trigonal
prism.49 For Ni8 we also find the bisdisphenoid D2d ~which
is higher in energy only by 0.01 eV!, the square antiprism
and the capped pentagonal bipyramid. It is noted that both
the bisdisphenoid and the square antiprism are mentioned as
plausible candidates by Parks et al.29 who, however, indicate
that the capped pentagonal bipyramid may be the global
minimum for Ni8. Stave and DePristo8 report the bisdisphe-
noid as the lowest minimum of Ni8. The lowest minimum of
Ni9 is a twin trigonal antiprism reproduced in Fig. 5. This
particular structure is a fragment of a hcp crystal and can
also be thought of as two fused octahedra. Close to the glo-
bal minima we also find the 4,4,4 capped trigonal prism and
the 4capped square antiprism. We also find the capped pen-
tagonal bipyramid, 0.09 eV above the lowest minimum and
at lower energies capped octahedra and fcc or hcp fragments.
The lowest minimum for Ni10 is a 4,4 capped square anti-
prism. Ni11 global minimum is a distorted capped trigonal
prism, Ni12 is like Ni10 a capped square antiprism.

Ni13 is a capped square antiprism interpenetrating a
capped trigonal prism. The tetrahedron capped by an equilat-
eral triangle ~hcp fragment! minimizes 0.1 eV above the low-
est minimum. The icosahedron minimizes 0.26 eV above and
the cuboctahedron 0.52 eV above the lowest minimum. From
Fig. 5 it is evident that the growth pattern is nontrivial. We

find that icosahedral growth is not favored in this size range.
The global minima we find better resemble the growth of
closo BnHn

22 inorganic anions,50 but there are obvious ex-
ceptions. While icosahedral structures are found among the
isomers, the present model does not predict that the global
minimum is obtained by maximizing the number of Ni-Ni
near-neighbor interactions as is the case for Lennard-Jones
clusters.51 Rather, a preference to coordinate more uniformly
every atom in the cluster is observed. This observation is the
same that Stave and DePristo8 make in their study.

In Fig. 6 we plot the energy difference between lowest
minima of clusters of adjacent size. Since the reference en-
ergy of the single Ni atom is zero, the quantity plotted is the
energy differences associated with the gas phase reaction

TABLE IV. Potential energy of the lowest minima found for nickel clusters
with one hydrogen.

Structure Isomer V ~eV!

Ni2H 1 25.3733
Ni2H 2 25.3732
Ni2H 3 25.3324
Ni2H 4 25.0253
Ni3H 1 28.6277
Ni4H 1 212.1315
Ni4H 2 211.9105
Ni5H 1 214.9679
Ni5H 2 214.8478
Ni5H 3 214.7867
Ni5H 4 214.7686
Ni5H 5 214.7522
Ni5H 6 214.9491
Ni6H 1 217.8187
Ni7H 1 220.5256
Ni8H 1 223.3720
Ni9H 1 226.2703
Ni10H 1 229.0961
Ni11H 1 231.7802

FIG. 5. The lowest geometrical isomer found for Ni8 to Ni14 . Ni10 , is a
capped square antiprism, Ni11 is a capped trigonal prism, Ni12 , Ni13 , Ni14

are built from a square antiprism interpenetrating a trigonal prisms. One of
the basis of the square antiprism shares the same 4atoms of the 4-atom face
of the trigonal prisms. Ni9 is afragment of a hcp crystal.

FIG. 6. Graph of D0(Nin21)2D0(Nin) as afunction of n. The dashed line
with opened diamonds is the experimental data of Ref. 28, the dark circles
with a solid line are our results, the open circles with a solid line are our
results using Anderson’s ~Ref. 12! parameters. The dark squares are previ-
ous EAM results ~Ref. 5!.
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Nin→ Nin211 Ni DEn5D0~ Nin21!2D0~ Nin!.
~14!

Included in Fig. 6 are experimental results derived from the
scattering of nickel clusters ions with Xe atoms.28 These ex-
perimental results are depicted as the dashed line with open
diamonds in Fig. 6. The table in this Ref. 28 is recalculated
using only the first atomization energy before comparing this
to our results. We compare our calculation ~filled circles,
dark solid line! to the experimental results. It is noted that
with the exception of Ni3 and Ni4 our estimation of DEn is
nearly within the experimental error bars. As mentioned pre-
viously, this is not the case if we use the orbital parameters
of Ref. 12 ~open circles, dark solid line!. The lack of struc-
ture in Fig. 6 when Anderson’s parameters are used has led
us to the re-parameterization discussed in this work.

C. Ni2H to Ni11H

In Table IV we list the binding energy of all discovered
isomers of singly hydrogenated nickel cluster up to Ni5H ~for
which the search appears to be comprehensive! and the low-
est minimum found for all the remaining clusters examined
in this work. As can be seen in Table IV, Ni2H has four
minima. The first three are rings, the fourth is a nonlinear
chain. The differences between the lowest three isomers are
small. The lowest minimum of Ni2H is distorted from C2v
symmetry. The two Ni-H bonds are 3.2948 and 2.8460 bohr,
respectively and the Ni-Ni bond is 2% longer than in Ni2
alone. The next two structures are also distorted from C2v
symmetry, but by a smaller amount. Because the isomers are
so close geometrically, we characterize fully their geometries
in Table V–VIII . Each minimum is verified by Brownian
dynamics and Monte-Carlo simulated annealing to one part
in 1012. Al l 3N26 eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix are
positive for each structure, indicating that these are not

saddles. To interpret the distortions we inspect the energy
levels of a perfect C2v Ni2H. This structure is constructed
with the Ni-Ni and Ni-H bond lengths equal to the respective
dimers. The highest occupied shell is a doubly degenerate
electronic orbital and is partially filled. The C2v point group
has no degenerate irreducible representations. In this case,
however, the degeneracy of the molecular orbitals comes
from two pairs ~one filled and one partially filled! of molecu-
lar orbitals ~MO! that consist entirely of p and d functions of
the Ni atoms. The 1s orbital of hydrogen is centered exactly
in a nodal plane and yields no contribution to the bonding in
these degenerate pairs of MOs. As the hydrogen atom is
moved away from the nodal plane one of the orbitals of the
degenerate pairs of MOs acquires significant contribution
from the 1s orbital resulting in a lowering of its energy. This
observed degeneracy in the C2v configuration and its result-
ing distortion is the result of restricting the atomic basis set
on the hydrogen atom. This artifact may explain the unusu-
ally large number of isomers that we find for this cluster. We
are unable to predict the number of isomers expected if a
more complete basis set were used breaking the degeneracy.
In contrast to Ni2H we find only one isomer of Ni3H; a
distorted trigonal pyramid. Planar Ni3H is not stable. The
distortion of Ni3H is again interpreted by inspection of the
energy levels of C3v Ni3H. The highest occupied orbital shell
is doubly degenerate and only partially filled.

Ni4H only has two isomers. The lowest has C2v symme-
try and is reproduced in Fig. 7. Inspection of the electronic
energy levels indicates that this structure should not be dis-
torted as no degeneracies in the adiabatic surface exist. In
contrast to Ni3H we do not find aface capping configuration,
even when distorted. The potential energy surface of Ni4H at
the C3v configuration ~when the H atoms caps any one of the
tetrahedral faces most symmetrically! is doubly degenerate.

TABLE V. Geometry of Ni2H Isomer 1.

Bond lengths ~Å!

Ni~1! - Ni~2!  2.26487
Ni~1! - H 1.74371
Ni~2! - H 1.50610

Bond angles ~degrees!

Ni~1! - Ni~2! - H 50.3
Ni~1! - H - Ni~2!  88.0
Ni~2! - Ni~1! - H 41.6

TABLE VI. Geometry of Ni2H Isomer 2.

Bond lengths ~Å!

Ni~1! - Ni~2!  2.27734
Ni~1! - H 1.57045
Ni~2! - H 1.57041

Bond angles ~degrees!

Ni~1! - Ni~2! - H 43.5
Ni~1! - H - Ni~2!  92.9
Ni~2! - Ni~1! - H 43.5

TABLE VII . Geometry of Ni2H Isomer 3.

Bond length ~Å!

Ni~1! - Ni~2!  2.19581
Ni~1! - H 1.88531
Ni~2! - H 1.88539

Bond angles ~degrees!

Ni~1! - Ni~2! - H 54.4
Ni~1! - H - Ni~2!  71.2
Ni~2! - Ni~1! - H 54.4

TABLE VIII . Geometry of Ni2H Isomer 4.

Bond length ~Å!

Ni~1! - Ni~2!  2.21532
Ni~1! - H 3.18447
Ni~2! - H 1.51123

Bond angles ~degrees!

Ni~1! - Ni~2! - H 116.1
Ni~1! - H - Ni~2!  38.6
Ni~2! - Ni~1! - H 25.2
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The second isomer of Ni4H is a distorted tetrahedral Ni4 with
a hydrogen sitting on top. This structure resembles the third
isomer of Ni5 in Fig. 1. Unlike recent findings5 with the
embedded atom model, we do not find any H atoms in the
tetrahedral site. The tetrahedral configuration of Ni4H should
distort as consequence of an orbital degeneracy. The Ni-H
distances in the D2d structure with H in the center of mass
~which derives from the distortion of Td Ni4H!, are all
slightly larger than the Ni-H equilibrium distance of the
dimer. Nevertheless, the repulsive part of the potential has a
maximum at this configuration and the electronic part of the
energy is not sufficiently deep to stabilize the configuration.

The lowest minimum of Ni5H is reproduced in Fig. 7.
The structure has a plane of symmetry containing the H
atom, the atoms at the two vertices of the trigonal bipyramid,
and the equatorial atom bonded to hydrogen. For Ni5H we
find all the isomers for the corresponding bare cluster with
the same energetic rank. In each, the bridging site ~H atom
bonding symmetrically two Ni atoms! is preferred energeti-
cally to the threefold site and this is in turn preferred to the
single Ni-H interaction. The only exception is in the third
isomer of Ni5, where only a capped face is found.

As with the bare clusters, beginning with Ni6H we do
not tabulate the potential energy for every isomer found.
Rather, we report the energy of the lowest minimum for each
in Table IV and a graph of the energy of the isomers as
function of number of Ni atoms in Fig. 9. The addition of a
hydrogen atom effects the isomer ordering of the nickel sub-

strate in this size range. This is most evident in Ni9H in Fig.
8. The nickel substrate of Ni9H ranks higher energetically in
the bare system. Ni8H and Ni9H are hydrogenated capped
trigonal prisms. Ni11H is a capped square antiprism. In Fig.
10 we plot the energy of the reaction

Nin1 H→ Nin H, ~15!

at zero Kelvin as function of n. The first drop from n51 to
n52 can be easily understood in terms of the difference that
exists between the energies of top binding ~which is the only

FIG. 7. Lowest minimum found for Ni3H to Ni7H. The hydrogen atom is
depicted with a lighter shading.

FIG. 8. Lowest minimum found for Ni8H to Ni11H.

FIG. 9. Plot of the first few isomeric energy levels of NinH as afunction of
n. Isomer energies are rescaled so that the global minimum for each cluster
size is zero, and divided by the size of the binding energy of Ni2.
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possibility in NiH! and a bridge binding site which is favored
over the top configuration ~bent isomer! in Ni2H. The graph
in Fig. 10 and the structures in Fig. 8 suggest that the differ-
ence between the two- and the threefold site decreases with
n. This difference is much smaller than that which exists
between the top site and the twofold site. The trend we ob-
serve in Fig. 7 and 8 is that larger clusters favor the threefold
site to the twofold one. Ab initio calculations52 for the ~111!
Ni surface confirm that the threefold site is favored in the
bulk. A slow downward trend is evident in the binding en-
ergy in Fig. 10 from n>3. For n511 there is already favor-
able agreement between the calculated energy for reaction
~15! and the corresponding experimental53 value for fcc Ni
~111!, ~100! and ~110! of 2.7 eV.

D. NiH2 to Ni10H2

In all the isomers that we find for the di-hydrogenated
nickel clusters, the H2 molecule is dissociated on the nickel
substrate. Here too the hydrogens are predominantly on the
surface. The preferred arrangement of the two H atoms on
the surface is in two neighboring ~twofold - twofold or two-
fold - threefold! sites, so that one Ni atom coordinates to
both hydrogens. The only exception is found in Ni4H2 whose
four isomers are displayed in Fig. 13. NiH2 has one stable
configuration with D`h symmetry. In Fig. 11 we display the
structure and the energies in eV of the 7 isomers of Ni2H2 .
The first four structures in this figure are planar. The high
number of minima for this system is a consequence of the
added complexity due to the distortions from C2v symmetry
just as is observed in Ni2H. The second isomer of Ni3H2 in
Fig. 12 is optically active. This brings the count of stable
minima for Ni3H2 to six. This number, however, is smaller if
compared with Ni2H2 but also parallels what is found for
Ni2H, Ni3H and Ni4H. The number of isomers becomes
large for Ni5H2. The binding energies of the lowest minima
for all the di-hydrogenated system we consider are given in
Table IX and the structures are reproduced in Fig. 14. The
global minima for Ni7H2, Ni9H2 and Ni10H2 are hydroge-

nated isomers of nickel which rank higher in energy in the
bare clusters. The energy of the lowest isomers found for the
dehydrogenated system with 5 to 10 nickel atoms are repro-
duced graphically in Fig. 15.

FIG. 10. Graph of the energy of hydrogenation of nickel clusters as function
of cluster size.

FIG. 11. Al l the geometric isomers found for Ni2H2. Energies are in eV.

FIG. 12. Al l the geometric isomers found for Ni3H2. Energies are in eV.
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IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have developed a semi-empirical poten-
tial energy model based on the extended-Hu¨ckel theory for
transition metal clusters. The potential can be used in dy-
namic simulations since it is constructed without any bond
counting terms. To eliminate these terms, optimization of the
parameters is necessary. This optimization consists of two
steps. The first adjustment of the parameters is a least-square
fitting of binding energies between calculated and ab initio
results. The second step involves fitting with empirical data.
Adjustment of the parameters is not automated in this step.
The optimization in this manner is computationally more in-
volved because at each step of the procedure the lowest
minima of each system are required. Final geometries are
sensitive to the values of the parameters.

An extensive search for the minima for several different
sizes of bare, mono and dehydrogenated nickel clusters has
been then carried out. We find that for transition metal clus-
ters the binding energy difference between isomers is much
smaller than the dissociation energy of Ni2, and the gap de-
creases further in mono and dehydrogenated systems. Fur-
ther, this difference is smaller than that found with EAM

FIG. 13. Al l the geometric isomers found for Ni4H2. Energies are in eV.

TABLE IX. Potential energy of the lowest minima of nickel clusters with
two hydrogen atoms.

Cluster V ~eV!

NiH2 25.5471
Ni2H2 28.5517
Ni3H2 211.8537
Ni4H2 215.2849
Ni5H2 218.2260
Ni6H2 221.1350
Ni7H2 223.7246
Ni8H2 226.5779
Ni9H2 229.4494
Ni10H2 232.2195

FIG. 14. Lowest minima found for Ni5H2 to Ni10H2. Ni7H2 is a distorted
pentagonal bipyramid ~isomer 7.2 in the bare system!. Ni8H2 is a capped
trigonal prism.

FIG. 15. Plot of the first few isomeric energy levels of NinH2 as afunction
of n. Isomer energies are rescaled so that the global minimum for each
cluster size is zero, and divided by the size of the binding energy of Ni2.
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potentials. The number of minima found is large even in
relatively small clusters in contrast to what is found for other
models. Several structures that are stable minima with the
present model resemble transition states or higher order
saddles in Lennard-Jones systems. We speculate that the in-
clusion of the angular dependence about each nuclear center
in the potential model is responsible for this observed behav-
ior. Optical isomerism is a frequent occurrence in transition
metal clusters. This phenomenon is more easily observed in
the hydrogenated systems, but optical isomerism occurs in
the bare transition metal clusters as well as in rare gas sys-
tems.

The growth pattern of the bare Ni clusters is nontrivial.
The present study suggests that limiting the geometry opti-
mization by assuming a best initial configuration is not rec-
ommended for transition metal clusters in this range. Like
the EAM and the CEM model, a more uniform coordination
of all the atoms in the cluster is observed in contrast to the
noble gas systems. There are, however, differences between
the lowest energy structures predicted by the present model
and these alternative methods. For example for Ni13 we find
the icosahedron stable but not the lowest minimum. Isomers
reported by Stave and DePristo8 and found in the recent
work with EAM potentials5 are also found in the present
study though with different energetic ordering.

We find the Jahn-Teller effect to be important. Many
instances are found, where degeneracies in the adiabatic po-
tential surface distort the systems to lower symmetry con-
figurations. In some cases the effect increases the topological
complexity of the potential surface by adding several distinct
stable distortions of the same symmetric structure. This is
easily observed in Ni7 where several distinct distortions of
the pentagonal bipyramid can be seen in Fig. 3. EAM and
CEM methods do not appear to reproduce such distortions.
In such studies, in fact, structures with high symmetry are
usually reported.

Locating transition states with the present model is prob-
lematic. The crossing that takes place ~accidental or by sym-
metry! between different adiabatic surfaces leaves cusps in
the ground state PES. The popular methods46,54 used for lo-
cating transition states rely on the use of the Hessian matrix.
The Hessian is numerically ill-behaved in the neighborhood
of a PES orbital degeneracy. Vibronic coupling corrections
need to be included in the present model if future searches
for transition states are to be undertaken.

With the present model, hydrogen is found predomi-
nantly on the surface, and here a preference ~by a small
amount! of the bridging site ~side capping! is observed over
the threefold ~face capping! site for the smaller clusters. The
only exceptions are Ni3H and Ni3H2. The threefold site is
favored for clusters with more than eight nickel atoms. The
tetrahedral site in Ni4H and the octahedral site in Ni6H are
not stable. Inspection of the electronic energy levels suggest
that only distorted versions of these clusters should exist. We
do not find the hydrogen inside the distorted tetrahedron or
octahedron site in contrast to EAM results.5 While the Ni-H
distance in these sites is larger than the NiH dimer equilib-
rium distance, the electronic energy is not sufficiently deep

to stabilize the configuration. Inclusion of hydrogen inside
these sites is observed in larger clusters but these constitute
high energy isomers.

The H2 molecule is in all cases dissociated by the Ni
cluster. The most favorable arrangement of the two H atoms
on the Ni cluster is in two neighboring sites with a Ni atom
bonded to both hydrogens. The addition of one or two hy-
drogens on the transition metal cluster frequently modifies
the geometry of the Ni arrangement. This is to be expected
from the small energy differences that exist between isomers
of Nin .

With the present model, we plan to explore further the
thermodynamic properties of the systems we studied in this
paper. It is also possible to study the quantum effects on the
classical minima we found in this study especially in the
cases where one or two hydrogens ~or its isotopes! are
present. Another interesting issue which wil l be studied in
the near future is the effect that hydrogenation has on the
‘‘mobility’ ’ of the nickel substrate at finite temperatures.
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